


Whether you’re selecting a specialist contractor for a

project or recommending one to a client or third party,

confidence in a supplier is critical.

Such confidence is not won overnight but is the result of delivering high

quality service sustained over many years.

Peter Cox, founded in 1951 and the UK market leader in its field, is widely

recognised as a company to trust with its unrivalled experience in the

repair and preservation of all types of property from private housing to

historic buildings.

We provide property professionals, owners, public authorities and building

contractors with specialist advice and effective repair solutions in the

following fields:
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Timber Preservation

> Treatments for Dry Rot,

Wet Rot and Woodworm

> Structural Timber Repairs

Damp Control

> Rising Damp Control

> Condensation Control

> Structural & Basement Waterproofing

> Energy-saving Treatments

Wall Stabilisation

> Cavity Wall Tie Replacements

> Masonry Stitching and Restraints

Bird Control

> Perching Deterrent Installations

> Bird Fouling Removal

raising standards
in property preservation
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Local Service
These services are available through a nationwide

network of local offices.

This means that we can respond promptly and

efficiently with staff who are familiar with the different

localities and their particular building traditions.

Expertise
Our surveyors and management are fully trained with

most holding CSRT and CSSW qualifications. Equally

skilled are our technicians who have the expertise to

tackle projects ranging from private terraced housing to

sensitive historic property restoration.

Quality Assurance
Peter Cox services are administered under an ISO 9001

registered Quality Management System and most

repair treatments carry a long term guarantee, with the

option of back-up protection if required.

Peter Cox is a member of the Property Care Association

(formerly the BWPDA), the British Structural

Waterproofing Association and a registered TrustMark

contractor.



Over the 63 years since Mr Peter Cox first patented his Transfusion DPC system,

the company has helped to repair many thousands of privately owned houses

throughout England, Wales and Scotland.

In that time we have established

sound working relationships across

the country with estate agents,

valuation surveyors, building

surveyors, architects, mortgage

lenders and Local Authority grant

departments.

That’s why over 50% of the home

owners who contact us direct do so

following a recommendation from a

professional adviser.

Frequently we are called in after

pre-purchase surveys to give

specialist advice on problems of

dampness, timber decay or

unstable masonry.

We also help home owners who

want to convert damp basements

into extra living accommodation.

Working for the owner occupier,

private landlord or property

manager demands a high standard

of service, and the excellence of

our administration and site

workforce speaks for itself. Many

customers come back to us on

succeeding property moves.

When last researched, more than

20% of private clients had used 

Peter Cox before.
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private
housing



Whether it be the conversion of former industrial buildings into modern city

apartments, the redevelopment of property into offices or new build housing

schemes, Peter Cox has extensive experience of the greater scale and

complexity, which commercial developments require.

This has enabled the company to

become a specialist repair partner

of choice for many of the leading

contractors and developers, with a

shared philosophy of teamwork and

collaboration.

Electronically compiled reports and

repair specifications devised in full,

compliance with relevant BS codes,

and the provision of full method

statements are all part and parcel of

our service for professional buyers

and specifiers.

We also have the necessary

contract management skills in

place, together with an

independently accredited health

and safety regime that includes

rigorous training for surveyors and

technicians who carry CSCS cards.
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commercial
developments



Public sector contracts place very specific demands on the repair specialist, both

on housing modernisation projects and the renovation of public buildings.

Peter Cox understands the concept of ‘Best Value’ procurement and has the

flexibility to work within the constraints of tightly prescribed budgets.

In addition we are partnering

extensively with social landlords,

local authorities and housing

associations in their housing

regeneration schemes throughout

England, Wales and Scotland.

Due to our quality of service, most

clients choose to retain our services

on new  contracts once the existing

work is complete.

We undertake a range of work

within both Decent Homes and

planned maintenance programmes,

such as:

> Installing damp and timber

treatments (including

condensation control & mould 

removal) 

> Upgrading kitchens and

bathrooms

> Replacing corroded wall ties

> Masonry Stabilisation

> Void Management

Our contract management staff

have the necessary experience 

to administer complex work

schedules, and our technicians, 

the discipline to work in occupied

property with an often diverse and

challenging tenant profile.
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public sector &
social housing



In the repair and renovation of listed and other heritage property, there is simply no

substitute for experience. In its early days, Peter Cox undertook restoration work at

York Minster, Selby Abbey and Trinity College Cambridge and continues to work

frequently on many historic national and regional landmarks across the UK.

We are well versed in the necessary

liaison with heritage and

conservation bodies, their

professional advisers and property

guardians such as the National

Trust.

We are sensitive to the special

needs of historic fabric, understand

the importance of developing the

most appropriate repair

specifications and treatment

methods and are continually

researching new products.

Quality of workmanship is

paramount too and Peter Cox

technicians can handle

specifications as varied as

horsehair plastering, sourcing

reclaimed timber, reconstructing

traditional oak framing,

strengthening floor beams and

stabilising masonry facades.
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historic &
listed buildings

Examples incude:

Woolwich Arsenal

Buckingham Palace

Keeble College, Oxford

Cardiff Castle

Ancient High House, Stafford

The Workhouse, Southwell

St George’s Hall, Liverpool

Hazelwood Hall, Silverdale

Balmoral Hotel, Edinburgh
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our specialist 
services

Toxic Mould Detection

A service for surveyors, facilities

management and property

management companies using

DNA techniques for the fast,

accurate identification of mould

species found in residential

property.

Home Condition Reports

Building on their specialist

surveying experience Peter Cox

surveyors can undertake

comprehensive property surveys

focusing specifically on problems of

dampness, timber decay and

masonry stabilisation to identify

defects and make repair

recommendations.

Specialist Surveys

Peter Cox can undertake Specialist

‘Exposure’ Surveys to assess the

damage from a variety of property

issues. Whether it’s walls, flooring or

panelling, our team will carefully

remove whatever is necessary in

order to provide you with a thorough

report on what is needed to restore

the property to its former glory.

specialist surveying



stabilising masonry
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Damp Proofing

A pioneer in damp proof course

technology for over 60 years, Peter

Cox today utilises DryWall silane

diffusion cream to install a remedial

dpc. The system carries a BBA

certificate no 02/3976.

DryWall Coating System

To complement the damp proof

course, Peter Cox technicians use a

DryWall render with a specially

formulated DryWall salt retardant

additive to prevent the migration of

hygroscopic salts.

Basement Waterproofing

Peter Cox offer two alternative

systems designed to BS 8102

> Cavity Drainage Membrane

Using a high performance

polyethylene or polypropylene

studded membrane to walls and

floors which channels moisture

into a sump and pump drainage

system.

> Cementitious Render

Traditional multi-coat

waterproofing renders applied to

the walls and floor and designed

to withstand lateral water

pressure. Our surveyors carry

CSSW qualifications.

Condensation

In addition to filterless extractor

fans in high humidity kitchens and

bathrooms, Peter Cox recommends

a whole house ventilation system to

draw in fresh tempered air from

outside and circulate it gently round

the whole property.

Woodworm & Fungal Decay

Treatments

Low odour micro-emulsions with a

1 hour reoccupancy rating are

utilised for the treatment of affected

timber and masonry with

application by spray or brush.

Timber Replacement

Our joiners undertake the

replacement of defective timbers

to roofs and floors including

ornate sections.

Resin Repairs

Frequently used for the economical

repair of beam ends, for joint

stabilisation and stiffening timber

floors, as well as repairing shakes

and splits.

controlling damp

preserving timber

Masonry Anchors, Wall Stitching

& Lateral Restraints

Peter Cox are approved installation

contractors for Cintec masonry

anchors which are used to stabilise

masonry, repair structural cracks,

restrain walling or create secure

fixing points.

bird control

Remedial Wall Ties

Peter Cox immobilises existing ties

and will install from a range of

stainless steel designs, primarily

resin or mechanical ties.

Bird Proofing & Fouling Clearance

Bio-Acoustics, Netting, spring wire

and pin systems are designed and

installed to deter nuisance birds

effectively but unobtrusively.

Peter Cox also offers a Bird Fouling

Removal Service which includes

COSHH and Risk Assessments,

detailed Method Statements and

Specifications plus full compliance

with transport and waste disposal

regulations.

Energy-Saving Treatments

DryWall Thermotek is a masonry

protection cream which repels rain

penetration and is scientifically

proven to reduce heat loss in single

skin masonry, with an energy saving

of up to 29%.



Researching ever better and safer treatments has long been a mission for Peter Cox.
In damp proofing, the original patented gravity fed transfusion system has been
superceded by an improved silane / siloxane formulation which is faster to install,
gives better spread and is quicker to dry out.
Similar advances have been made in the preservative treatment of timber - today our
insecticidal/fungicidal formulations are low hazard micro emulsions which permit
re-occupation of treated areas after just one hour.
We are researching an innovative technique for detecting dry rot and a new fluid
Insectacoat has been developed that will enable surfaces that have been varnished
to be treated successfully with an insecticide.

CPD Seminars

For over 30 years Peter Cox has

been holding technical CPD

seminars to keep specifiers and

property professionals up to date

with developments in the fields of

damp and condensation control,

timber treatments, basement

waterproofing, wall stabilisation and

bird deterrence.

In addition to organising regional

events, we also visit client offices to

make short presentations to staff

that can be tailored to specific

subjects as needed.

Health & Safety

In common with the construction

industry as a whole, Peter Cox is

committed to playing its part in

improving standards of health and

safety in its operations. We are fully

conscious of the need to protect the

wellbeing of our employees, our 

customers, fellow site workers and

the public at large.

That’s why our staff receive

comprehensive training and are

equipped with all necessary

personal protective equipment.

We have developed safe working 

practices and can supply where

requested detailed method

statements, COSHH risk

assessments and RAMS

documentation. Our safety regime 

is also independently scrutinised and

accredited.
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research & professional
development



All too often, service industries with a high level of business turnover are blighted
by the issue of so many worthless guarantees. Peter Cox is, however, one of the
few companies whose trading history exceeds the term of its guarantees.
During the company’s long trading history it is estimated that Peter Cox has issued
well in excess of 500,000 long term guarantees and many of the early ones have
now expired. If required, a back-up insured guarantee is available through GPI.
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guarantees &
reports

Survey Reports

Peter Cox survey reports are fully
computer generated and complete
where necessary with CAD
drawings. They can be supplied in
hard copy format or sent by e-mail
as preferred.

Web site

For convenience, surveys can be
arranged online via the Peter Cox
web site which is updated
continuously to provide detailed
information about our services,
technical leaflet downloads, health
and safety data and case studies of
recent projects.

www.petercox.com

CERCERTIFICATIFICATE No. 02/3976TE No. 02/3976

Certificate No FS 14867



Certificate No FS 14867

Peter Cox Ltd

Aniseed Park, Broadway Business Park, Chadderton, Manchester, OL9 9XA

t 0800 789 500  | w www.petercox.com  | e enquiries@petercox.com

> dundee

> glasgow

> edinburgh

> newcastle

> teeside

> preston

> leeds

> liverpool

> manchester

> chester

> lincoln

> derby

> birmingham

> bristol

> uxbridge

A Nationwide Team of Experts

Peter Cox Portfolio of Products and Services

Electro-Osmotic Damp Proofing

Rising Damp Control

Whole House Ventilation System

Basement and Structural Waterproofing

Crack Stitching & Lintel Reinforcement

Masonry Protection Cream

Heat Recovery System

Woodworm Treatment

Cavity Wall Tie Repair

Mould Removal & Sterilisation

Epoxy Resin Repair

Dry & Wet Rot Control

Bird Deterrence & Control

Woodworm Coating

Anti-Condensation Paint


